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Abstract

The imitation of synaptic plasticity in artificial neuromorphic devices has been widely realized based on memristors, transistors and ion devices. This development of artificial synaptic devices is expected to open up a new era for neuromorphic computing. However, the complicated functions in biological synapse are dependent on the dynamic neural activities with modulated plasticity, which is still very difficult to emulate at the device level. Here, an artificial synaptic transistor based on WSe₂/graphene van der Waals heterojunction is demonstrated with both electrically and optically modulated synaptic plasticity. By changing the polarity of applied $V_g$ and $V_d$, as well as superimposed gate voltage spikes, both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic plasticity can be realized in a single device. Moreover, due to the asymmetric optical response of WSe₂/graphene heterojunction, optical modulation on hysteretic behaviors is achieved and also contributes to the inversion of synaptic plasticity. Hence, this work demonstrates a coordinated regulation on synaptic plasticity under electrical and optical stimuli and provides a multi-dimensional modulation strategy to understand the underlying mechanisms of complicated neuromorphic computing and further develop multifunctional neuromorphic optoelectronics.

1. Introduction

Synaptic electronics use nanoscale neuromorphic devices to emulate the memory or learning behaviors in humans [1–3]. In biological systems, synaptic functions are realized based on plasticity, i.e. the adjustable response of connection strength, known as synaptic weight, of two adjacent neurons under pre-synaptic stimuli [4, 5]. Two well-known types of synaptic plasticity are short-term plasticity (STP) and long-term plasticity (LTP), where STP refers to a temporal change of synaptic weight but LTP indicates a permanent change of synaptic weight [6]. The most distinctive feature for this property is the time-varying strengthened or weakened synaptic weight induced by different neural activity, resulting in synaptic potentiation and depression, respectively [7, 8]. Inspired by the superiority of biological synapse in neuromorphic computing and information storage, great efforts have been devoted to developing artificial synaptic devices such as two-terminal memristors [9–11] and field effect transistors [12–14] to emulate the synaptic plasticity. In such devices, electric spikes are often applied as pre-synaptic stimuli on one terminal of devices and the conductances or currents triggered by these electric stimuli are recorded as post-synaptic current (PSC), which describes the synaptic weight change of biological synapse under the pre-synaptic stimuli.

However, the dynamics of artificial synaptic devices have not been fully achieved, which is essential for the complicated behaviors of living creatures [15]. A typical biological synapse is expected to have the ability to express the synaptic plasticity in a tunable way [16]. A wide variety of synaptic devices in the literature implement static plasticity by using...
electric stimuli to trigger the continuous and non-volatile change of conductance [17–19], while the realization of plasticity modulation is still not well explored. Recently, several strategies have been proposed to modulate synaptic plasticity, which can be classified as two directions. First, both STP and LTP may be directly tuned by changing the chemical composition of functional materials [17, 18]. In this way, the electrical or optical properties of the materials can be modulated by changing the ion concentration, resulting in a tunable plasticity from device to device. Because the chemical composition is always pre-defined during the material synthesis, the difference in plasticity could only be observed in different devices rather than in a single device, which is inconsistent with the properties of biological synapse where the plasticity of a given synapse can be tuned in-situ. Second, in some devices, a bottom gate is often used to modulate the overall conductance of the device, which offers an opportunity for synaptic transistors to change its weight. By this way, an electrically tunable method can be used to achieve plasticity by changing the polarity of bottom gate voltages to achieve synaptic dynamics, leading to the conversion between inhibitory synaptic plasticity (synaptic depression) and excitatory synaptic plasticity (synaptic potentiation) in a single device [19]. Besides, a top-gate graphene–ferroelectric transistor has been proposed to realize both potentiation and depression synaptic based on ambipolar transport characteristics of graphene and ferroelectric polarization tuned by gate voltage [20]. Plasticity modulation controlled by independent gates is successful in mimicking the multilevel dynamics of biological synapses. Although the electrical modulation of plasticity is well demonstrated, double-gated structures where the pre-synaptic stimuli is applied on the top gate and the control signal is applied on the bottom gate significantly increases the complexity of both the device structure and the operation.

In parallel to the work on electrical modulations, optically stimulated synaptic devices have also recently been demonstrated with the ability to emulate the synaptic plasticity, where the conductance of functional layer can respond to optical stimuli in a synapse-like way [21–25]. The optically stimulated synapses open up an alternative way to integrate synaptic plasticity and optical information sensing into one single devices. However, the optical modulation on the synaptic plasticity has not been well studied.

In this paper, we propose a novel strategy for synergistic electrical and optical modulation of the synaptic plasticity. A synaptic phototransistor based on WSe2/graphene heterojunction is demonstrated with both electrically and optically tunable synaptic plasticity. By changing the polarity of applied electrical spikes on the bottom gate, a conversion between inhibitory synapse and excitatory synapse is achieved. Besides, optical modulation is also implemented in the synaptic phototransistor to realize the inhibitory/excitatory plasticity conversion. The presented WSe2/graphene heterojunction synaptic phototransistor with electrically and optically tunable synaptic plasticity offers a unique opportunity to understand the physical principles of neuromorphic devices with complex functions and to explore novel optoelectronic devices.

2. Results and discussion

The schematic of the bottom-gated synaptic phototransistor based on a vertical WSe2/graphene heterojunction is shown in figure 1(a) (see the experimental section). The optical micrograph of the as-fabricated device is shown in figure S1(a) (available online at stacks.iop.org/2DM/8/035034/mmedia). The overlapping area between the graphene and the WSe2 flake forms the vertical heterojunction. The thickness of both graphene and WSe2 is 1.2 nm and 74.8 nm, respectively, according to atomic force microscopic images (see figure S1(b), supporting information). Raman spectra of graphene and WSe2 further confirm their multi-layered structure (see figure S2, supporting information). To characterize the electrical performance, a channel current (I ds ) map as a function of V th and V gs is measured and shown in figure 1(b), indicating rectifying behaviors tuned by the bottom gate. Typical rectifying behaviors with different polarities under the V th of 25 V and −25 V can be found in figure 1(c), indicating the existence of a reconfigurable p-n junction. The gate modulation effect can be further manifested by the ratio of I ds under V gs of 2 V and −2 V as shown in figure 1(d). It can be seen that the ratio increases from $10^{-2}$ to $10^2$ with increased V gs and achieves a value of 1 at V th of −3 V, which suggests an ambipolar transport behavior of the WSe2/graphene heterojunction. When V gs < −3 V, the WSe2/graphene heterojunction is switched on under a negative V th, which can be regarded as a N(WSe2)-P(graphene) junction. When V gs > −3 V, the junction is switched on under a positive V th, indicating a P(WSe2)-N(graphene) junction. Such gate-tunable rectifying behaviors can be well understood by the band alignment between graphene and WSe2 under different V gs as shown in figures 1(e) and (f). The WSe2/graphene hybrid channel can be divided as three parts: standalone WSe2, WSe2/graphene heterojunction and standalone graphene, where the standalone WSe2 and graphene parts work as two V gs-tunable resistors and would not change the direction of rectification [26]. Therefore, the rectifying characteristics are dominated by the WSe2/graphene heterojunction, where the Fermi level of the underlying graphene can be modulated more efficiently by bottom-gate voltage V th compared with the upper WSe2 because of the lower density of states when the graphene is intrinsic, and the electrostatic
screening when graphene is doped [27]. A positive $V_{gs}$ (figure 1(e)) induces an n-type doping in graphene while WSe$_2$ stays intrinsic, resulting in a built-in electric field pointing from the graphene side toward the WS$_2$ side, which corresponds to a P(WSe$_2$)–N(graphene) junction. On the other hand, when $V_{gs}$ is negative (figure 1(f)), graphene becomes p-doped while WSe$_2$ remains intrinsic, which then reverses the built-in electric field and the polarity of the junction (a N–P junction).

The ambipolar transfer curves of WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction based bottom-gated transistor are shown in figure 2(a). An obvious hysteretic behavior with respect to $V_{gs}$ can be observed with a large memory window of about 30 V (defined as the shift in $V_{ph}$ for a given current level in the forward and reversed sweeping direction). There is a crossing point for the forward and reversed curves, which is denoted as $V_{crossing}$. The hysteretic behaviors have been considered as a basic requirement for memory device [28] and the origin of hysteretic behaviors of 2D semiconductor-based FET devices is widely attributed to the dynamic response of the trapped charges at the interface of the heterojunction under an external electric field [29–31]. To evaluate the hysteretic characteristics of as-fabricated WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction, the dynamics of observed hysteretic behaviors have been investigated. It is also observed that the hysteretic window becomes narrower with a faster gate voltage ramping rate or a smaller sweeping range, which is consistent with the charge trapping/de-trapping process (see figures S3(a) and (b), supporting information) [32–34]. Recently, synaptic behaviors based on pronounced hysteresis that mimic the synaptic plasticity have also been well investigated [35–37]. Based on it, an analogy between a WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction synaptic transistor and a biological synapse is shown in figure 2(b),
where the gate voltage spikes are regarded as presynaptic stimuli and the current flowing through $\text{WS}_{2}$/graphene heterojunction is regarded as the PSC. Once the voltage spike is applied onto the bottom gate electrodes, the induced carriers generate a sudden change of $I_{ds}$. This operation may be seen as a fast gate voltage sweeping, which will cause the change of $I_{ds}$ at the end of the voltage spike as described by the corresponding point of hysteresis curve in figure 2(a). For example, when a positive gate voltage spike with the amplitude of 20 V is applied onto the bottom gate, the $V_{gs}$ rapidly increasing from 15 V to 35 V, $I_{ds}$ will increase from point 3 to point 2 at the rising edge of the voltage spike and recover to point 3 at the falling edge. It can be expected that the value of $I_{ds}$ at point 3 is smaller than that at point 1. The value of $I_{ds}$ can be used to emulate the synaptic weight and its decrease reflects the change of PSC ($\Delta\text{PSC}$), which is known as synaptic plasticity. When a negative gate voltage spike with the amplitude of $-20$ V is applied onto $V_{gs}$ of 15 V, $I_{ds}$ changes from point 3 to point 4 and recovers to point 1, indicating an increase of $I_{ds}$ and positive $\Delta\text{PSC}$. The polarity of $\Delta\text{PSC}$ can be determined by the direction of applied gate voltage spike and its amplitude is manifested by the relative position of two different $I_{ds}$ values under the same $V_{gs}$ in hysteresis curve. In other words, the polarity of $\Delta\text{PSC}$ depends on the relative position between $V_{gs}$ (the baseline of voltage spike) and $V_{\text{crossing}}$. Figures 2(c) and (d) exhibit the dynamic response of $I_{ds}$ under a series of gate voltage spikes of 20 V with different polarity applied on the $V_{gs}$ of 15 V (to the right of the $V_{\text{crossing}}$), where opposite $\Delta\text{PSC}$s are obtained in consistence with the
hysteretic behaviors. In this way, the synaptic plasticity, which determines the response of biological synapse to neural activities from previous neurons, can be achieved. Moreover, positive $\Delta P$S$C$ always indicates an enhanced synaptic weight and excitatory synaptic plasticity while negative $\Delta P$S$C$ indicates a decreased synaptic weight and inhibitory synaptic plasticity. Therefore, both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic plasticity can be realized in a single device by changing the polarity of applied gate voltage spikes.

It is observed that the synaptic plasticity can be modulated by a variety of electrical signals. We have shown the modulation by changing the polarity of gate voltage spikes for the certain $V_{gs}$ and $V_{ds}$. In the following, we present that such excitatory–inhibitory plasticity conversions can also be achieved through $V_{gs}$ and $V_{ds}$ control. The time evolution of PSC triggered by a series of gate voltage spikes under different $V_{gs}$ and $V_{ds}$ are shown in figures S4 and S5, from which $\Delta P$S$C$ as a function of the gate voltage spike number under different $V_{gs}$ and $V_{ds}$ as well as the polarity of the gate voltage spikes are extracted and summarized in figures 3(e) and 3(f). The $V_{gs}$ dependence of synaptic plasticity can be understood by the relative position between $V_{gs}$ and $V_{crossing}$, and the resulting hysteresis loop for a given gate voltage spike, similar to the spike polarity dependence as discussed above. It is noted that the conversion of plasticity with $V_{ds}$ changing from 1 V to $-1$ V under the $V_{gs}$ of 0 V can be attributed to the shift of $V_{crossing}$ from a negative value to a positive one induced by the voltage dependent rectification characteristics of the WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction discussed above (see figure S6, supporting information). These voltage-dependent operations for plasticity modulation has been summarized (see table S1, supporting information). Our results demonstrate a feasible and simple method to achieve multimodal plasticity modulations under different configurations of electrical signals, which may contribute to the emulation of complex neural activities in real biological synapses.

We further explore the photoresponse of such an unique electrical multimodal synaptic transistor and discuss the possibility of the optical modulation on the synaptic plasticity. Figure 3(a) shows a set of transfer characteristics of the bottom-gated WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction under illumination with different powers. A significant enhancement in $I_{ds}$ is obtained only at negative $V_{gs}$, indicating an asymmetric optical response similar to that of photodiodes based on P–N junction [38]. From figure 1(f), when $V_{gs}$ at a negative value, a p–n like junction exist between graphene and WSe$_2$ due to the gate voltage induced holes accumulation in graphene layer, forming a built-in field from WSe$_2$ to graphene. Such built-in field can be strengthened with a positive $V_{ds}$ applied on WSe$_2$. The remarkable photocurrent generated at the region of $V_{gs} < 0$ in figure 3(a) can be attributed to the optimized separation of photo-generated carriers accelerated by the increased built-in field. Similar asymmetric optical response can be also observed at $V_{ds}$ of $-1$ V, where the
enhanced photocurrent occurs for positive $V_{gs}$ (see figure S7, supporting information). The photocurrent responsivity and the ratio of $I_{ds}$ in the dark and under the illumination are calculated as a function of the incident light power as shown in figure 3(b). The maximum responsivity is about 0.9 $\text{A W}^{-1}$ and decreases with light power, which is consistent with reported photodetectors with similar structure [25]. The ratio of $I_{ds}$ in the dark and under the illumination increases with light power and reaches a saturation value of $10^3$.

Considering the asymmetric photocurrent response of the WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction, we investigate the optical modulation on the hysteretic behaviors. Upon illumination, the hysteresis loop exhibits a shape change as shown in figure 3(c). An important feature is the shift of $V_{\text{crossing}}$ under illumination, which can be also observed for $V_{gs}$ of $-1$ V (see figure S7, supporting information). We have demonstrated that the polarity of synaptic plasticity can be modulated by applied gate voltage spikes and the baseline of $V_{gs}$ according to their relative positions with respect to $V_{\text{crossing}}$ and the corresponding hysteresis loops. It can be inferred that the crossing point shift of the hysteresis loop under the illumination may also induce the inversion of synaptic plasticity. For example, the relative position of $I_{ds}$ in the dark at $V_{gs}$ of $-15$ V indicates a positive $\Delta \text{PSC}$ when a positive gate voltage spike applied. However, $\Delta \text{PSC}$ may become negative under illumination under the same electrical bias conditions due to the shift of the $V_{\text{crossing}}$, which is caused by the asymmetric optical response of WSe$_2$/graphene heterojunction. Moreover, the shift of $V_{\text{crossing}}$ may be directly affected by the light power as shown in figure 3(d), where a positive shift of the $V_{\text{crossing}}$ can be obtained under the $V_{ds}$ of $-1$ V and a negative shift of the $V_{\text{crossing}}$ is obtained under the $V_{ds}$ of 1 V.

In this way, optical stimuli can be used as another physical domain of modulation to realize the dynamics of synaptic plasticity. We applied a series of positive gate voltage spikes of $V_{gs} = -15$ V to trigger the PSC in darkness (figure 4(a)) and under illumination (figure 4(b)). A polarity change of $\Delta \text{PSC}$ from positive to negative is achieved upon illumination, indicating a conversion from excitatory to inhibitory plasticity. The opposite conversion can be achieved under the $V_{ds}$ of $-1$ V, where a series of positive gate voltage spikes is applied on the $V_{gs}$ of 15 V and a conversion from inhibitory to excitatory plasticity is realized upon illumination (see the figure S8, supporting information). In figures 4(c) and (d), $\Delta \text{PSC}$ is plotted as a function of gate voltage spike numbers in dark and under illumination under different voltage bias, where $\Delta \text{PSC}$ stays positive value when in dark and is reversed to negative values under illumination when $V_{ds}$ is 1 V while the opposite change is achieved under the $V_{ds}$ of $-1$ V. This optical modulated synaptic plasticity can be explained by the photo-induced...
shift of $V_{\text{crossing}}$. It is noted that the shift of $V_{\text{crossing}}$ is dependent on the incident light power. Therefore, the $\Delta PSC$ is also measured as a function of light power as shown in figure 3(e), where $\Delta PSC$ is still a positive value for power levels below 2 $\mu$W because $V_{gs} (-15 \, V)$ is still to the left of $V_{\text{crossing}}$ as shown in figure 3(d). With the increase of the incident light power, $V_{\text{crossing}}$ continuously decreases and finally becomes smaller than $V_{gs} (-15 \, V)$, namely $V_{gs}$ becomes larger than $V_{\text{crossing}}$ and its position in hysteretic loop is shifted to the right of $V_{\text{crossing}}$, resulting in the polarity change of $\Delta PSC$. In this way, the optical stimuli can be another variable to reverse synaptic plasticity.

It is noted that the optical modulation on the synaptic plasticity is conditional. When $V_{ds}$ and $V_{gs}$ is $1 \, V$ and $0 \, V$ or $15 \, V$, which is larger than $V_{\text{crossing}}$ and their position in hysteretic loop is always to the right of $V_{\text{crossing}}$ both in dark and under illumination, the polarity of $\Delta PSC$ will not change under the optical modulation. The similar result can be found when $V_{ds}$ is $1 \, V$ and $V_{gs}$ is $0 \, V$ or $-15 \, V$. This means that there is a non-trivial cross correlation between the electrical and the optical modulation and the above results also highlight the electrical and optical coordinated modulation on synaptic plasticity, providing a feasible strategy to build multifunctional neuromorphic devices implanted with complicated functions.

3. Conclusion

In summary, the electrically and optically coordinated modulation on the synaptic plasticity is achieved in a gate reconfigurable WS$\text{e}_2$/graphene heterojunction phototransistor, based on its unique carrier transport and optoelectronic characteristics with pronounced hysteretic behaviors. Both excitatory and inhibitory synaptic plasticity are imitated in a single device and a complex mapping from electrical control (through gate voltage, drain voltage, and the polarity of the gate voltage spikes) to plasticity is realized. The asymmetric photo response of WS$\text{e}_2$/graphene heterojunction results in the nontrivial shape change of the hysteresis loop, which can reverse the plasticity. In this way, plasticity modulation can be realized both electrically and optically. Our device introduces an optimized structure for artificial neuromorphic optoelectronics and offers a novel strategy for the design of artificial synaptic devices with tunable plasticity for complicated neuromorphic computing.

4. Methods

4.1. Device fabrication of WS$\text{e}_2$/graphene heterojunction-based bottom gated transistor

Graphene flakes and WS$\text{e}_2$ flakes were obtained by a mechanical exfoliation onto the SiO$_2$/Si substrate and the WS$\text{e}_2$ flake picked using optical microscopy was then transferred to a designed area on the top of previously prepared graphene flake, where a poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PC)/polydimethylsiloxane stack on a glass slide mounted on a custom-made micro-positioning stage was used to pick up the WS$\text{e}_2$ flake from SiO$_2$/Si substrate and release it on the graphene flake by controlling the temperature of substrate. Finally, the substrate was cleaned in the chloroform to remove residual PC and graphene flake and WS$\text{e}_2$ flake was combined with each other by van der Waals force between them. Electron beam lithography was used to pattern the active area and drain-source electrodes were deposited by electron beam evaporation with Ti/Au.

4.2. Characterizations of WS$\text{e}_2$/graphene heterojunction-based bottom gated transistor

The device was wire-bonded onto a chip carrier with electrical connections and measured in a Janis cryostat with a vacuum level of $10^{-5}$ Torr. The electrical characterizations were performed with source meters (Agilent B2902a, B1500A, 2614B), current preamplifiers (Ithaco DL1211), and data acquisition cards (National Instruments PXI module). The monochromatic light of 628 nm is generated from a broadband supercontinuum fiber laser (Fianium) and a monochromator to generate the monochromatic laser beam with the desired wavelength and coupled to a microscope and a 60× objective lens with correction ring (Olympus, NA = 0.7), which helps investigate the photo-modulated transport characteristics of our device and a light-emitting illumination device (CELLED35 CEL-LED35) is applied to generate monochromatic light of 660 nm to study the optically modulated synaptic plasticity.
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